We investigate the current-induced domain wall motion in perpendicular magnetized Tb/Co wires with structure inversion asymmetry and different layered structures. We find that the critical current density to drive domain wall motion strongly depends on the layered structure. The lowest critical current density ∼15 MA/cm 2 and the highest slope of domain wall velocity curve are obtained for the wire having thin Co sublayers and more inner Tb/Co interfaces, while the largest critical current density ∼26 MA/cm 2 required to drive domain walls is observed in the Tb-Co alloy magnetic wire. It is found that the Co/Tb interface contributes negligibly to Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction, while the effective spin-orbit torque strongly depends on the number of Tb/Co inner interfaces (n). An enhancement of the antidamping torques by extrinsic spin Hall effect due to Tb rare-earth impurity-induced skew scattering is suggested to explain the high efficiency of current-induced domain wall motion.
I. INTRODUCTION
The current-induced domain wall motion (CIDM) in thin perpendicular magnetized ferromagnetic wires sandwiched between a heavy metal and an oxide has been shown to be very efficient, yielding a high domain wall (DW) velocity at low current density enabling the development of spintronic devices [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In these asymmetric wires, inversion symmetry breaking together with strong spin-orbit interaction (SOI) has two major implications. First, it induces spin-orbit torques (SOTs) due to, on the one hand, the interfacial Rasba effect and, on the other hand, the spin Hall effect (SHE) present in the bulk heavy metal [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Both effects produce fieldlike and antidampinglike torques [18] [19] [20] . Second, it is also responsible for the emergence of interfacial DzyaloshinskiiMoriya interaction (DMI), which promotes chiral magnetic textures. The concurrence of antidamping SOT and DMIinduced chiral textures results in fast DW motion in ultrathin layer structures [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] .
Recently, a transition in the mechanism responsible for current-driven DW motion from bulk (spin-transfer) to interfacial (spin-orbit) torque has been confirmed as a change in the DW motion direction when reducing the layer thickness of Co/Ni multilayer down to 2.1 nm [29] . It is found that the adiabatic spin-transfer torque (STT) dominates the DW motion in the thick regime, while the antidamping SOT controls the DW motion in the thin regime. In an earlier study [30] , on the other hand, SOTs-induced DW motion was observed up to a thickness of ∼10 nm for the asymmetric interfacial wire with the layered structure of SiO 2 /[Tb (3. 
2Å)/Co(2.6Å)] n /Pt(20Å).
The high efficiency of SOTs in the wire can be attributed to an enhancement of antidamping SOT by inner Tb/Co interfaces. However, such an enhancement in thick multilayers has not yet been fully understood.
In this study, we present the current-induced DW motion in the Tb/Co wires with different layered structures. The magnitude of the antidamping SOT by inner Co/Tb interfaces is tuned by changing the thickness of Co ultrathin sublayers, number of inner Co/Tb interfaces, and formation of Tb-Co alloy magnetic layer. Our results show that the efficiency of SOTs is highest for the samples with a larger number of inner Co/Tb interfaces and lowest for the one with Tb-Co alloy magnetic wire. DMI is found to be small in our samples. We suggest that the high efficiency of SOTs in our multilayers can be associated with extrinsic SHE due to Tb rare-earth impurityinduced skew scattering at inner Co/Tb interfaces [31, 32] .
II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
For this work, experiments are performed on three asymmetric magnetic wires with different layer structures [ Fig. 1(a) ], in which the total magnetic layer thickness is kept to be ∼ 6 nm. Layers of A stack: [Tb(3.4Å)/ Co(3.2Å)] 9 /Pt(20Å); B stack: [Tb(3.4Å)/Co(6.5Å)] 6 / Pt(20Å); and C stack: [Tb 45 Co 55 alloy (60Å)]/Pt(20Å) are deposited on the thermally oxidized silicon substrates by dc and rf magnetron sputtering using high-quality Tb and Co targets. The base pressure of the growth chamber is ∼5 × 10 −8 mbar. The Ar (99.99%) gas pressure is kept at ∼3 × 10 −2 mbar during sputtering. The growth rates of Tb and Co sublayers are 0.56 and 0.53Å/s, respectively. Therefore, it is expected that only a part of the first Tb sublayer is oxidized due to the minimal residual oxidation contamination from the SiO 2 /Si substrate. The patterned wires have a width of 1.1 μm and are fabricated by using electron-beam lithography and lift-off technique. The motion of DWs in the wires is driven by pulses of voltage between two Al/Ti electrodes, labeled as (1) and (2) in Fig. 1(b) , and directly observed using polar Kerr microscopy [33] . All measurements shown in this work are performed at room temperature. Figure 1(b) shows the image of a scanning electron microscope (SEM) with the schematic electrical measurement setup. Both the film and patterned wires exhibit perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA), which is confirmed by using an alternative gradient force magnetometer (AGFM) and anomalous Hall effect (AHE) measurements. hysteresis loops (not shown) for the A-, B-, and C-stack films, respectively. These different magnetic properties can be attributed to the different Tb-Co compositions, where the A stack has a rare-earth (RE)-rich composition, while B and C stacks have transition-metal (TM)-rich compositions, which can be qualitatively determined from the polarity of Kerr rotation angle from these films. In multilayers, Tb and Co moments are seen to be in the homogeneous antiferromagnetic state [34, 35] . Therefore, the direction of the total magnetic moment in the whole stack depends on the moments of the Tb and Co sublattices: in a stack with Tb-rich composition, the moment of Tb sublattice is larger than that of the Co sublattice, while in a stack with Co-rich composition, the moment of Co sublattice is larger than that of the Tb sublattice. When the composition of the whole stack changes from Co rich to Tb rich, the direction of the total magnetic moment can be detected by a polarity change in the Kerr rotation angle. Typical results for DW depinning field measurements for the three magnetic wires are shown in Fig. 2(b) . As the out-of plane magnetic field changes from 0 to −2.5 kOe, the normalized Hall voltage (V H ) changes from 1 to −1 indicating that the magnetization is reversed in the Hall cross and the DW passes through the Hall cross region. Here, we define the DW depinning field (H dep ) as the magnetic field where V H starts reducing from 1. Furthermore, it is found that H dep increases as the wire width of the A stack is reduced as shown in the inset of Fig. 3 (a). The error bas was determined from five repeated measurements. It is clear that H dep shows a linear dependence on 1/width. Similar to the study of Co/Ni nanowires with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy [36] , this size dependence of H dep indicates that extrinsic pinning dominates field-induced DW motion in the wire.
III. CURRENT-DRIVEN DOMAIN WALL MOTION

A. Critical current density
We next investigate current-induced DW motion by applying voltage pulses of 100-ns duration between (1) and (2) electrodes. Figure 3 (a) shows the critical current density (J c ) as a function of H dep for the A-stack wire. Here, J c is determined as the minimum current density required to drive DW with a depinning field of H dep . The experiment was also repeated five times for each data point. Similar to a previous study [30] , the DW moves along the direction of current flow (+J) in our asymmetric interfacial wires. This reversed DW motion with respect to electrons is explained by the concurrence of antidamping torque and DMI. It is clear that J c is linearly proportional to H dep . This observation suggests that currentinduced antidamping SOT can be regarded as an effective depinning field [9, 15, 25, 37, 38] . The contribution of antidamping SOT has been added to the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation to describe the time evolution of the magnetization by Haazen et al. [37] . Their results indicate that the H dep can be tuned as a linear function of the current. Moreover, Emori et al. [9] also has showed that the current generates an effective field associated with a Slonczewski-like torque. The magnitude of the effective field induced by the current is estimated to be ∼500 and ∼2000 Oe per 10 12 A.m −2 for the Pt/CoFe/MgO and Ta/CoFe/MgO nanowires, respectively.
In order to study the effect of the layered structure on the current-induced DW motion, we have measured the DW velocity (v) as a function of the injected current density (J) for A, B, and C stacks, as sketched in Fig. 1(a) . The results are shown in Fig. 3(b) for a wire width of 1.1 μm. J c strongly increases for the wires of the B stack and C stack. In addition, the slope of v versus J curves gradually reduces in these wires. The highest slope was obtained for A-stack wire where there are more interfaces between Tb and Co, while the lowest slope was seen for the C-stack wire with a thick Tb 45 Co 55 alloy magnetic layer.
B. Dzyaloshinkii-Moriya interaction
The effect of a longitudinal field (H x ) on the DW velocity is shown in Fig. 3(c) for A-stack wire (measured at 15.2 MA/cm 2 ). Red and blue symbols represent ↓↑ and ↑↓ DWs, and solid and open symbols correspond to positive and negative current directions, respectively. One can see that DW velocity for both ↓↑ and ↑↓ DWs vanishes at a certain value of H x (H cr ≈ ±265 Oe), which is associated with the DMI field [25] .
To evaluate the effect of the number of inner Tb/Co interfaces on the DMI, we have measured the DMI constant and DMI effective field for the A stack with different repetition numbers (n = 5 and 6). The field-induced asymmetric DW expansion was investigated using a polar Kerr microscope, and the measurement schematic is presented in Fig. 4(a) . The magnetic field was applied in plane with a small out-of-plane tilting (θ = 5 o ) to move the DW. As shown in Fig. 4(b) , the DWs on the left edge of the circular domain moves faster than that on the right edge, indicating a left-handed Néel wall, which is stabilized by the presence of the DMI field [37, 39] . We investigated systematically the DW velocities as a function of external field strength (not shown) then extracted DMI field as discussed in Ref. [40] . The extracted DMI constants (D) are shown at the bottom of each picture in Fig. 4(b) , with the Co/Tb bilayer repetition numbers (n). We found that the extracted DMI field is comparable with the crossing field (H cr ), which is estimated from Fig. 3(c) . One can see in Fig. 4(b) that the strength of DMI reduces with increasing n (i.e., with increasing the overall film thickness). This indicates that DMI in these films is controlled largely by the Co/Pt top interface.
C. Spin-orbit torque measurement
Using Hall voltage and lock-in measurements [41, 43] , both longitudinal (H L ) and transverse (H T ) SOT effective fields were estimated for the A-stack sample as shown in Fig. 4(c) . It is reported in previous works [17, 41, 42 ] that SOT is purely an interfacial effect, inversely proportional to the film thickness. In our case, however, SOT increases with the number of interfaces, which strongly suggests significant contribution from the Co/Tb interfaces of the film. Our large SOT may be compared to those of Jamali et al. [43] and Lee et al. [44] , who found large effective fields with a [Co/Pd] 22 mutilayered system and a bulk perpendicular magnetic anisotropy Pd/FePd/MgO system, respectively.
The SOT effective fields in A, B, and C stacks were also investigated as presented in Fig. 4(d) . The largest SOT effective fields (H L and H T ) are found in the A stack, which has the largest number of Co/Tb interfaces (n = 9). The SOT effective fields are found to be minimum in the C stack, which contains no Co/Tb interface (n = 0). The increase of SOT effective fields in Fig. 4(d) as well as the DW velocity in Fig. 3(b) with respect to the Co/Tb interface strongly indicates the contribution of SOTs from the inner Co/Tb interface. It is noted that H T is about one order of magnitude smaller than H L . This suggests that the antidamping torque, possibly arising from SHE, is dominant at Co/Tb inner interfaces.
IV. INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION
A. Thickness dependence of DMI and SOT
In Sec. III, we found that the DMI field decreases when increasing the number of repetition in the A stack, whereas the SOT effective fields increase. We now propose a toy model to interpret these behaviors. In magnetic multilayers, each magnetic layer i is embedded between two interfaces (top and bottom). Due to spin-orbit effects a current-driven SOT effective field is created at these two interfaces,
where h α,i ⊥,|| is the (out-of-plane and in-plane) SOT field at the interface α, and we chose the orientation y = z × j c /| z × j c | to comply with the symmetry of the system, without assuming any specific mechanism (spin Hall or inverse spin galvanic effects). Here, m i is the magnetization direction of layer i and the minus sign "-" in Eq. (2) emphasizes the fact that in the case layer i is embedded between symmetric interfaces, the current-driven SOT fields on both interfaces are equal and opposite. Hence, the torque on layer i reads
The same reasoning applies to the DMI field H i DM felt by layer i (see, e.g., Ref. [38] ),
Here, δ is the domain wall width.
Let us now consider the stack SiO 2 /[Tb/Co] n /Pt, composed of a repetition of n bilayers. We assume that the magnetic layers composing the stack, Co and Tb, are antiferromagnetically aligned and can be treated as macrospins, forming a perfect ferrimagnet, i.e., m 
After some straightforward algebra, we obtain the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation of the multilayer stack
In Eq. (7), we have defined the following effective DMI field, magnetic damping, and SOT fields,
The experimental data obtained in Sec. III indicate that DMI decreases with the number of repetitions, which suggests that DMI is solely due to the Pt/Co interface and absent at Co/Tb interfaces (h
We neglected the contribution of SiO 2 /Tb interfaces due to the weak SOC of SiO 2 . In contrast, SOT fields increase with the number of repetitions, which suggests that SOT fields are present at all the interfaces. Assuming that SiO 2 /Tb interfaces do not produce significant SOT field (h SiO 2 /Tb DM,⊥,|| ≈ 0), the total SOT fields read 
B. DMI and SOT field at Co/Tb interfaces
The analysis provided above implies that DMI is weak at Co/Tb interfaces while SOT fields are sizable at these interfaces. This difference can be attributed to the nature of the electron orbitals involved in each mechanism.
DMI is the antisymmetric exchange between local spins and, as such, involves mainly localized electrons. In Tb, the magnetism is carried by 4f orbitals located far below Fermi energy, and therefore hybridizing only weakly to 3d orbitals of Co via 5d orbitals [45] . This is in sharp contrast with Pt/Co interfaces where 5d orbitals of Pt couple directly to 3d orbitals of Co, thereby acquiring magnetism by proximity effect. The magnetic coupling being much larger at Pt/Co interfaces than at Tb/Co interfaces, one can reasonably speculate that DMI should be larger in the former than in the latter.
In contrast with DMI, SOT is a nonequilibrium phenomenon that involves transport electrons at Fermi level. It has been recently showed that the Rashba effect at the surface of Tb layers and its monoxides is quite large [46] , which should lead to sizable SOT fields. In addition, since Tb/Co interfaces are not sharp, Tb-Co intermixing is expected. Tb could act as an impurity in Co and one can envisage that it leads to the emergence of extrinsic SHE due to rare-earth impurity-induced skew scattering in the ultrathin TM layer [31, 32] . Such a resonant skew scattering results in a giant spin Hall effect, possibly an order of magnitude larger than in Pt [31, 32] . In contrast, the Co impurity in Tb does not induce extrinsic SHE, which can be only realized in very low resistivity metals. Notice that this effect can only be significant as long as the magnetic exchange between itinerant and local spins is not too strong; otherwise, the itinerant spin remains aligned on the local magnetization.
C. Compensation between SOT and STT
To complete our study, we finally discuss the critical thickness where the DW stops moving under the SHE due to the cancellation of the SOTs and bulk STT in the A-, B-, and C-stack wires. Figure 5 shows the DW velocity as a function of current density in the Tb/Co multilayer of A stack and B stack with various Tb/Co repetition numbers (n). Seo et al. [8] reported that the magnitude of antidamping SOT is inversely proportional to the thickness of the ferromagnetic (FM) layer. Therefore, the SOT is expected to be compensated by the bulk STT at a critical thickness of the FM layer. We find that the critical thicknesses are ∼13.2, 9.9, and 8 nm for the A, B, and C stack (not shown), respectively. The thickest magnetic layer to observe the SOT-induced DW motion is the A stack, which has the smallest J c as shown in Fig. 3(b) . This result suggests that the inner Tb/Co interfaces play a role for the DW motion in the A stack. As discussed above, DMI is negligible with increasing n as well as the thickness [ Fig. 4(b) ]. Therefore, DMI should not be strong enough to stabilize the Néel wall structure in thicker samples. In that case, the Bloch DWs would be moved in the direction of conduction electrons due to STT [n > 20 in Fig. 5(a) ]. A high efficiency of current-induced SOTs has also been reported in 20 nm-thick Co/Pd multilayers with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy [43] . The authors concluded that the observed effect could not be explained only by SHE-induced torque at the outer interfaces.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have studied the current-induced DW motion in the perpendicular magnetized Tb/Co wires with different layered structures. The critical current density was found to strongly depend on the layered structures. The lowest critical current density ∼1.5 × 10 11 A/m 2 and highest slope of DW velocity were obtained for the A-stack wire having thin Co sublayers and more Tb/Co interfaces, which suggests that (antidamping) SOT-induced DW motion is enhanced due to contributions from Tb/Co interfaces. We suggest that such an enhanced antidamping arises from skew scattering on Tb rare-earth impurities present in Co sublayers. Our study indicates an efficient way to reduce the critical current density for DW motion through inner interface engineering.
